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INSTRUCTIONS

1. Student and instructor fill out Form I except
for those parts referring to completed course.

2. Read and study the text. .

3. Go through the Training Drills (and CCH steps
if you are a validation student) to the satisfaction of
yourself and the instructor.

4. Make sure the check sheet (Form II) is com
pleted by the instructor each clas s period. Instructor
must sign check sheet.

5. Complete the test (Form III) after the course
is completed, and in the pre sence of the instructor,
without referring to any source for the answers.

6. Fill in Form IV.

7. Hand this booklet to instructor for his signature
and it is to be sent to the HCO Board 'of Review.
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HUBBARD APPRENTICE SCIENTOLOGIST COURSE

The HAS Course is designed to instruct students in how to
communicate with and handle people to bring about a higher de
gree of efficiency in their business and in their life and to bet
ter understand living and to feel better about and in, Life.

Communication and control are prerequisites to suc ces sful
living. If a person cannot communicate with people or has dif
ficulty with communication it then much lessens his potential of
being successful. If one cannot control or handle people, that
is Start, Change and Stop them, with ARC, that,also, is a very
large factor in lessening one IS success in life.

It is much better to have a good understanding of life and
people and how to communicate with and handle them than it is
to stumble down the road of life in ignorance or misunderstand
ing. The HAS Course is designed to bring about a greater un
derstanding of yourself and the people around you and to give
you knowledge to accomplish the student1s goals in life and to
"get along" wi th the people you wo rk with, the pe ople at horne,
and ybur friends 0

The requirements for the course are (l) satisfactory know
ledge of the book "Fundamentals of Thought"; (2) A Minimum of
thirty-six hours training in the Communication Course; (3) A
minimum of twenty-four hours training in the Upper Levels of
Indoctrination Course.

, On successful completion of the course, students will be
required to do a brief but thorough examination on the material
covered in the course and in the book "Fundamentals of Thought".

To satisfactorily execute the training steps of the HAS
Course each session requires a student and a coach. He will
spend half the time being a coach and half the time being a stu
dent. One learns just as much being a coach as by being a stu
dent because he must know the material fairly well in order to
do a good job of coaching. The student-coaching-teaching ar
rangemen t has been evolved after many hours of teaching to
thousands of students. It has been found to be the best an.d the
quickest method of communicating data and, to bring about a
better understanding of those things which are being taught.
You may find the student-coaching-teaching method a bit dif
ferent than you have ever been taught before but you will find it
to be the quickest method of teaching that you have ever exper
iencedo In order to help you to do the best you possibly can in
the course as far as being a coach is concerned, below you will'
find listed a few datums that will assist you:

(1) Coach with a purpose.
(a) Have for your goal when you are co~ing that the

student is going to get the training drill correct; be pur 
poseful in working toward obtaining this goalo Whenever
you correct the student as a coach just don It do it wi th no
reason, with no purposeo Have the purpose in mind for
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the student to get a better understanding of the training
drill and to do it to the best of his abilityo

(2) Coach with reality.
(a) Be reali·stic in your coaching. When you give an

origination to a student really make it an origination, not
just something that the sheet said you should say; so that
it is as if the student was having to handle it exactly as you
say under real conditions and circumstances. This does
not mean, however, that you really feel the things that you
are giving the coach, such as saying to him "my leg hurts"o
This doe s not mean that your leg should hurt, but you
should say it in such a manner as to convey to the student
that your leg hurts. Anothe r thing about this is do not us e
any experiences from your past to coach with. Be inven
tive in the present time.

(3) Coach with an intention.
(a) Behind all your coaching should be your intention

that by the end of the se s sion your student will be a ware
that he is doing better at the end of it than he did at the be
ginning. The student must have a feeling that he has ac
complished something in the training step, no matter how
small it is o It is your intention and always should be while
coaching that the student you are coaching be a more able
person and have a greater understanding of that on which
he is being coached.

(4) In coaching take up only one thing at a time 0

(a) For example: Using training step Noo 4, if the
student arrives at the goal set up for training step No. 4
then che ck over ,one at a time, the earlier training steps.
Is he confronting you? Does he originate the question to
you each time as his own and did he really intend for you
to receive it? Are his acknowledgments ending the cycles
of communication, etc o But only coach these thing s one at
a time; never two or more at a time. Make sure that the
student doe s each thing you coach him on correctly before
going on to the next training step. The better a student
gets at a particular drill or a particular part of a drill you
should demand, as a coach, a higher standard of ability.
This doe s not mean that you should be "never satisfied".
It does mean that a person can always get better and once
you have reached a certain plateau of ability then work to
ward a new plateau.

As a coach you should always work in the direction of
better and more precise coaching o Never allow your self
to do a sloppy job of coaching because you would be doing
your student a disservice and we doubt that you would like
the same di s ser vice. If you are ever in doubt about the
correctness of what he is doing or of what you are doing,
then the best thing is to ask the instructor o He will be very
glad to assist you.



\ In coaching never give an opInIon, as such, but alwa ys
give your dire ctions as a dire ct statement, rather than saying
"I think" or "well, rna ybe it might be this way", etc.

As a coach you are primarily responsible for the session
and the re suIts that are obtained on the student. This doe s not
mean, of course, that you are totally re sponsible but that you
do have a responsibility toward the student and the session o

Make sure you always run good control on the student and give
him good directions.

Once in a while the student will start to rationalize and jus
tify what he is doing if he is doing something wrong. He will
give you reasons why and becauses. Talking about such things
at great length does not accomplish very much. The only thing
that does accomplish the goals of the TR and resolves any dif
ferences is doing the training drill. You will get further by do
ing it than by talking about it.

In the training drills, unles s otherwise dire cted by the in
structor, the coach should coach with the material given under
"training stre s s" and "purpose" on the training sheet o During
the session the coach should also follow the directions of the
instructor 0 The coach should follow a procedure that will keep
both himself and the student unconfusedo That is this: Always
say "that1s it" before you give any statements to the student,
and when you have finished giving the instructions to the stu
dent then you should say II s tart" and from the time you say
"start" to the time you say "that1s it" you will act as a "person'~

Anything that you say or do during that time will be to help him
learn to handle you or anything that you may put out. If a stu
dent make s a mistake you also will say "flunk" and if you say
"flunk" and you wish to tell the student something you would
say "that I s it" just after you said "flunk"; give him his instruc
tions 'whatever they may be and when you are finished you say
"start" 0

These training drills occasionally have a tendency to upset
the student. There is a possibility that during a drill a student
may become angry or extremely upset or experience some mis
emotion. Should this occur the coach must not "back off" but
must clear the purpose of the training step and also clear your
purpose and his purpose for doing the training drill that you
happen to be on. He should continue the training drill until he
can do it without stress or duress and he feels "good about it".
So, donIt "bac k off" but push the student through whatever dif
ficulty he may be having.

There is a small thing that most people forget to do and
that is telling the student wh en he has gotten the drill right or
he has done a good job on a particular step. Besides correct
ing wrongnesses the re is also complimenting rightness.

Never allow the student to evaluate his own mistakes or to
evalua te how he is doing. That is your job. You very definite
1y "flunk" the student for anything that amounts to "self-coach-
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ingrl. The reason for this is that the student will tend to intro
ve rt and will look too ITluch at how he is doing and wha t he is
doing rather than just doing it ..

As a coach keep your attention on the student and how he is
doing and don It becoITle so interested in what you yourself are
doing that you neglect the st~dent and are unaware of his ability
or inability to do the drill correctly.. It is easy to becoITle "in
teresting" to a, student; to rna ke hiITl laugh and act up a bit. But
your ITlain job as a coach is to see how good he can get in each
training drill and that is what you should have your attention on;
that, and' how we 11 he is doing 0 •

The progress of the course is deterITlined by the standard
of coaching o Being a good coach produces good results. Good
results produce better coaches and better people.

HUBBARD APPRENTICE SCIENTOLcx:iIST
TRAINING SCHEDULE

NUITlber: Training 0
NaITle: C onfr ont ing
Position: Student and coach sit facing each other a coITlfort
able distance apart.
Purpose: All the activities and inter-per sonal relations of life
are concerned with cOITlITluhication. This is woven throughout
all of life. The basic action which is required before cOITlITluni
cation can occur is confronting.. In order for there to be COITl
ITlunication one ITlust confront that person or thing with which
he intends to cOITlITlunicate.. Therefor~, we can say that con
fronting, whether it be confronting a person <?r a thing, is be
ing there cOITlfortably with attention on the person or thing one
:i s c6tifronting o 'So, the purpose is to bring student to be able
~:) do the fir st step on the road to cOITlITlunication. When one
ba s the ability to confront it brings about a higher willingness
t9 Ilandle people and things and cOITlITlunicate with theITl ..
Training Stress: Have student and coach sit facing each other,
neithe r ITlaking any conver sation or effort to be interesting. The
only conver sation which would take place is by the coach, and
then only to give directions to the student in how to confront
better or to keep the student confronting .. This conver sation
should be kept at an absolute ITliniITluITl and only used when no'
other direction succeeds. Have theITl sit with student confront
ing coach without saying or doing anything. The coach doe s not
"confront" the student. The student must not speak, fi_dget,
giggle, talk, be eITlbarras sed, get groggy or sle epy. Student
is confronting another person and he is confronting all that is
included in anothe r per s on.. That would be the per s on, hi sITlind,
his body, and his experiences.. As the student becoITles better
able to confront he will beITlore and ITlor e aware of and able to
confront all of these things.
History: Developed by L. Ron Hubbard in Washington, D. C.,
March 1957 to train students ~o confront in the absence of social
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8
tricks, conversation and to overcome obsessive compulsions to
be interesting 0

Number: Training I
Name: Dear Alice
Commands: A phrase (with the "he said1s If, etc., omitted) is
picked out of the book "Alice in Wonderland" and communicated
to the c oach.
Position: Student and coach are seated facing each othe r a com
fortable distance apart.
Purpose: To teach the student to communicate with some one
else in a direct and straightforward mannero Also, to teach
the student to s end a communication from himself to someone
else with that communication being totally different from all
other communications by reason of its being in its own unit of
time. No matter how many times a word or phrase is repeated
it always occurs in a new unit of time.
Training Stre s s: The coach should watch that the command
goes from the book to the student and the student should make
the command his own; that iS,as if he originated it brand new,
and then communicated it to the coach. The coach should have
the student repeat the word or phrase Wltil the coach is satis
fied that it arrived where he is o The word or phrase must
sound natural, it .must sound like the student IS own, must not
sOWld artificial. Diction and eloc ution have no part in thi So

Number: Training 2
Name: Acknowledgments
Commands: The coach reads lines from the book "Alice in
Wonderland" (omitting "he said IS", etc.), and the student thor
oughly acknowledges the word or phrase that the coach com
municates to him. Acknowledgments that can be used are:
"good", "fine", "okay", "all right", "thank you".
Position: Student and coach are seated facing each other a
comfortable distance apart.
Purpose: To teach a student that an acknowledgment is ameth
od of controllipg commWlication and that an acknowledgment is
a full stop of a communication, and is used to end a commu. ...
nication. To teach a student it is possible to successfully end
a communication cycle and to make known to another person
that the communication cycle is ended. That this is best done
with acknowledgments.
Training Stress: The coach should teach the student to acknow
ledge exactly what was said so that the coach knows that it was
heard. The coach should feel that the communication cycle
which he was pre senting to the student was successfully ended
by the student. The coach will find that his attention will re
turn to the student when the student has successfully acknow
ledged the coach1s statement. The coach should ask the stu
dent from time to time what he said and if the student success
fully acknowledged the statement the student invariably will
know exactly what he acknowledged. The coach should curb



over-acknowledgment and under -acknowledgment. The coach
should teach a student that an acknowledgment is not a beginning
of a new cycle of co,mmunication or an enc ourage,ment to go on,
but it is a full stop of a communication cycle no matter what
that communication cycle is.
History: Developed by L. Ron Hubbard in London, England in
April 1956 to teach new students that an acknowledgment ends a
communication cycle and a period of time. That a new origina
tion begins a new pe riod of timeo

Number: Training 3
Name: Duplicative Que stion
Commands: "Do fish swim? It or "Do birds fly? ", with a com
munication bridge.
Position: Student and coach seated a comfortable distance apart.
Purpose: To teach a student to duplicate a question without va
riation, each time newly, so that a student ,may learn to repeat
a word or a phrasemany times, one after anothe r, without va
riation or confusion with any other time the word or phrase was
said, so that he can make the word or phrase "brand new each
time". The word or phrase should be given in its own unit of
time, not as a blur wi th other que stions or statements o To teach
a student how to shift from one word, phrase or subject, to an
othe r with a communication bridge of agreements rather than
doing the shift by an abrupt and unpredicted change.
Training Stress: Part B. Communication Bridge. A communi
cation bridge consi sts of getting three agree,ments from the
coach or person that the student is communicating to. One a
greement is to end this question or subject and the second agree
,ment is to continue the activity in which the student and other
person are engaged in, whatever the activity may be, and the
,maintain co,mmunication. The third agreement is to begin a
new que stion, stateme nt or subject.
Training Stress: One question and student acknowledgment of
the coach's answer in one unit of time, which is then finished.
The coach should be certain to keep the student from straying
into'variations of the question. The coach should insist on a
communication bridge when questions change. Even though the
same question is asked, it is ask,ed as though it had never oc
curred to anyone before ,and in duplicative question the coach
should make sure that the student has a reality that this is the
first time the que stion has ever been asked and it will be the
last time it will ever be asked. The coach should teach the stu
dent that a person is a part of these agreements, that these are
agreements and they are not enforced agreements. To teach
student to never vary question or shift question or command
without bridge.
History: Developed by L. Ron Hubbard in London, England,
April 1956 to overcome variations and sudden changes in com
munication.
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Number: Training 4
Name: Handling originations.
Commands: The student asks "Do fish swim?" (occasionally
bridged1O"Do birds fly? If) of coach. The coach answers and,
now and then, wi th startling comments trom a prepared list
given by the instructor 0

Position: Student and coach seated facing each other a comfort
able distanc e apart.
Purpose: To teach a student not to be tongue-tied or startled
or thrown off of the subject of communication by originations
made by other people while engaged in communication and to
maintain communication throughout an origination.
Training Stres s: The student is taught to hear origination and
do four things. (1) Understand it; by that we mean just that -
to understand it. Did you hear what the coach said and do you
understand what he said? (2) Acknowledge it or answer the
question or statement. (3) Maintain ARC. {4) Return coach
or person to the subject or activity you were engaged in before
the origination took place o The student should maintain com
munication while doing thi so If the coach feels abruptne s s or
too much time cons umed or lack of comprehens ion he corrects
student into better handling of the originationo

Number: Training 5
Name: Be as you are.
Commands: "Be as you are" with a communication bridge oc
casionally to "Do what you are doing" and then back to "Be as
you are!'.
Position: Auditor and preclear seated a comfortable distance
apart.
Purpos e: To give a student a drill that integrates all other steps
:n the communication course. Tr 0 to Tr 4 so that he will not
be faced with doing this integration when in motion on the next
levels. It summates the things learned in the communication
course.
Training Stress: The person on this step who would normally
coach doe s not do so on this Tr. He does as he is instructed
by the student who has charge of this drill on this particular Tr.
The per son who is having this command given to him does as
the student directs him. A student who is giving the directions
on this particular Tr should make certain that he uses all of the
Tr skills he has learned previously. This will bring about a
confidence in the student in being able to handle someone with
communication and agreemento This process is not coached
save by the instructor.

UPPER INDOC TRINA TION & CONTROL COURSE

Number: Training 6
Name: 8-C (Body Control)
Commands: Non-verbal for first half of training session.
First half of session student silently steers coach1s body
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l/J;round the room, not even to the walls, quietly starting, chang-
ing and stopping coach1s body. Second half of session com
mands are: "With that body1s eyes look at that wall". "Thank
you". "Walk that body over to that wall". "Thank you ". "With
that right hand touch that wall"o "Thank you". "Turn that
body around". "Thank you". In second half of session student
may touch coachts body.
Position: Student and coach walking side by side; student al
ways on coachts right except when turning.
Purpose: First part: To accustom student to moving another
body than his own wi thout verbal communication. Second part:
To accustom student to moving another body by and while giv
ing commands and, to accustom student to proper com.m.ands
of 8-C.
Training Stress: Complete, crisp precision of movement and
commands. Student, as in any other TR, except TR 5, is
flunked only for current and preceding TRs. Thus, in this
case the coach flunks student for every hesitation or nervous
ness in moving body, for every flub of command, for poor con
fronting, for bad com.munication of command, for poor acknow
ledgment, for poor repetition of command, and for failing to
handle originations by coach. Stress that student learns to
lead slightly in all the motions of walking around the room or
across the room. This will be found to have a great deal to do
with confronting. In the first part of the ses sion student is not
allowed to walk coach to walls, as walls then become automat...
ic stops and, the student is then not stopping the coach IS body
but allowing the wall to d9 it for him.
History: Developed by L. Ron Hubbard in Camden, New Jer
sey in October 1953 and modified in July 1957 in Washington,
D. C.

Number: Training 7
Name: High School Indoc.
Commands: Same as 8-C (control) but with student in physical
contact with coach. Student enforcing commands by manual
guiding. Coach has only three statements to which student
must listen: "Start" to begin session, "flunk lf to call attention
to student error, and "Thatts it" to end the training session.
No other remarks by coach are valid on student. Coach tries
in all possible ways, verbal, covert and physical to stop stu
dent from running control on him. If the student falter s, comm
lags, fumbles a com.mand or fails to get an execution on part
of coach, coach says "flunk" and they start at the beginning of
the command cycle in which the error occurred. Coach fall
down is not allowed.
Position: Student and coach ambulant. Student handling coach
physically.
Purpose: To train student never to be stopped by a per son
when he gives a comma nd. To train him to run fine control in
any circumstances. To teach him to handle rebellious people.



To bring about his willingness to handle other people"
Training Stre ss: Stress is on accuracy of student perforITlance
and persistence by student" Start gradually to toughen up re
sistance of student. Donlt kill hiITl off at once.
History: Developed by L. Ron Hubbard in London, England in
1956.

NUITlber: Training 8
NaITle: Tone 40 on an Object
COITlmands: "Stand up". "Thank you ". "Sit down on that
chair fr

• "Thank you". These are the only cOITlITlands us ed"
Position: Student sitting in chair facing chair which has on it
an ashtray. Coach sitting in chair facing chair occupied by stu
dent and chair oc cupied by ashtray.
Purpose: To make student clearly achieve Tone 40 cOITlITlands.
To clarify intentions as different than words. To start student
on road to handling objects and people with postulates. To ob
tain obedience not wholly based on spoken cOITlmands.
Training Stress: Under the heading of training stress is includ
ed the various ways and ITleans of getting the student able to
achieve the goals of this training step. During the early part
of this drill, say the first session, the student should be coach
ed in the basic parts of the drill, one at a tiITle. First, create
the space which inc ludes hiITlself and the ashtray but not ITlore
than thatITluch.. Second, have hiITl create the object in that
space. Third, have hiITl cOInmand. the object in the loudest pos
sible voice he can ITluster. This is called shouting. The
coach1s patter would run sOITlething like this: "Create the
space".. "Create the object in that space". "CoITlmand as
loudly as you can". "Acknowledge it as lou-dly as you can".
"CoITlmand it as loudly as you can". "Acknowledge it as loudly
as you can".. That would cOITlplete two cycles of action. When
shouting is cOITlpleted, then have student us e a norITlal tone of
voice wi th a lot of coach attention on the student getting the in
tention into the object. Next, have the student do the drill
while using the wrong cOITlmands - i. e", saying "Thank you"
while placing in the object the intention to stand up, etc. Next,
have the student do the drill silently, putt~ng the intentions in
the object wi thout even thinking the words of the cOITlITland or
the acknowledgITlent. The final step in this would be for the
coach to say "Start" then anything else he said would not be
valid on student with the exception of "flunk" and "that1s it""
Here, the coach would atteITlpt to distract the student using any
verbal ITleans he could to knock the student off Tone 40. Physi
cal heckling would not be greater than tapping the student on
the knee or shoulder to get his attention. When the student can
ITlaihtain Tone 40 and get a cl ean intention in the object for each
cOITlITland and for each acknowledgITlent, the drill is flat" There
are other ways to help the student along. The coach oc casion
ally asks "Are you willing to be in that ashtray?" When the
student has answered, then "Are you willing for a thought to be
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there instead of you?" Then continue the drilL The answer s
are not so important on these two questions as is the fact that
the idea is brought to the studentts attention. Anothe r question
the coach asks the student is JlDid you really expect that ash 
tray to con1ply with that command?" There is a drill which
will greatly increase the student IS reality on what an intention
is. The coach can us e this drill three or four time s during the
training on Tone 40 on an Object. A s follows: "Think the
thought - I am a wild flower". JlGood Jl • IIThink the thought
that you are sitting in a chair". IIGood"o "Imagine that thought
being in that ashtray". JlGood". "Imagin'e that ashtray contain
ing that thought in its substance". JlGood ll

o "Now get th.e ash
tray thinking that it is an ashtrayJl. "Good". "Get the ashtray
intending to go on being an ashtray". "Good". "Get the ash
tray intending to remain whe re it is" 0 "Good". "Have the ash
tray end that cycle 11 0 IIGood". 'Put in the ashtray the intention
to remain where it is"o "Good". This also helps the student
get reality on placing an intention in something apart from him
self. Stress that an intention has nothing to do wi th words and
has nothing to do with the voice, nor is it dependent upon think
ing certain words. An intention must be clear and have no
counter -intention in ito This training drill, Tone 40 on an Ob
ject, usually takes the .most time of any drill in Upper Indoc -
and time on it is well spent. Objects to be used are ashtrays,
preferably heavy, colored glass ashtrays.
History: Developed by L o Ron Hubbard in Washington, D. C.,
in 1957 to train students to use intentions when auditing.

Number: Training 9
Name: Tone 40 on a Person.
Commands: Same as 8-C (Control). Student runs fine, clear
cut intentions and verbal orders on coach. Coach tries to break
down Tone 40 of student. Coach commands that are valid are:
"Start" to begin, "flunk" to call attent ion to student error and
that they must return to beginning of cycle, and "that1s it" to
take a break or to end the training session. No other statement
by coach in session is valid on student and is only an effort to
make student come off Tone 40 or in gene ral be stopped.
Position: Student and coach ambulant. Student in manual con
tact with coach as needed.
Purpos e: To make student able to maintain Tone 40 under any
stress or dure s s.
Training Stress: The exact amount of physical effort must be
used by student plus a compelling, unspoken intention. No jerky
struggles are allowed, since each jerk is a stop. Student must
learn to smoothly increase effort quickly to amount needed to
make coach execute o Stre ss is on exact intention, exact
strength needed, exact force necessary, exact Tone 40 0 Even
a slight smile by student can be a flunko Too much force can be
a flunk. Too little force definitely is a flunk. Anything not
T e 40 is a flunk. Here the coach should check very carefully



on the student1s ability to place an intention in the coacho This
can be "checked by the coach sine e the coach will find himself
doing the command almost whether or not he wants to if the
student is really getting the intention acros s. After the coach
is satisfied with the student1s ability to get the intentions across,
the coach should then do all he can to break the student off Tone
40, mainly on the basis of surprise and change of pace o Thus
the student will be brought to have a greater tolerance of sur
prise and a quick recovery from surprise.
History: Developed in Washington, Do Co, in 1957 by L. Ron
Hubbard.

Purpose of these four training drills, TR 6, 7, 8 and 9, is
to bring about in the student the willingne s s and ability to han
dIe and control other people1s bodies, and to cheerfully con 
front another per son while giving that person commands. Also,
to maintain a high level of control in any circumstances.

FORM II

Check Sheet for HAS and Validation Students

Name VALo HAS
(please Last First Middle
print)

To be filled in by instructor at end of each class periodo Put
the date of drill above the line by each TR or CCH. Below the
line indicate whether coached or co-audited. Use "C" for
coached and "CA" for co-audited"o
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COMM COURSE
TR 0 TR 1 TR 2
UPPER INDOC COURSE
TR 6 TR 7 TR 8

TR 3

TR 8

TR 4

TR 8

TR5---
TR 9---

CCH COURSE (Validation students only)
CCH 0 CCH 1 CCH 2 CCH 3
CCH 5 CCH 6 -- CCH 7 CCH 8
CCH 10-- CCH 11 CCH 12-- CCH 13--
CCH 15-- TR 10

(Date of final clas s period)

CCH 4
CCH 9
CCH14-

Instructor (Signature)

(Validation students must be competent in all TRs & CCH steps.)
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A Secure Nation is a well informed Public.

"All About Radiation"

by L. Ron Hubbard and a British Medical Doctor

English Edition $2.75

73 Trillion Years of recorded history by
L. Ron Hubbard

"History of Man"

new edition, hard cover $3. 00

New Edition $1. 00

"Scientology 8-80"

by L. Ron Hubbard

The Discovery and Increase of Life Energy.

Don't be fooled by Russia.
Learn the value and characteristics of the Moon
as an Earth Base.

"Fortress in the Sky"

50¢ by L. Ron Hubbard
(no discount)

Available from Distribution Center, Inc.
Box 242

Silver Spring, Maryland



END OF COURSE TEST

FORM III

Name ------------Date -------------
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Length of time in Comm Length of time in Uppe r Indoc
Course (hrs) (hrs) -----

THIS TEST MUST BE DONE IN THE PRESENCE OF THE IN 
STRUCTOR. IT IS TO BE DONE ALL IN ONE PERIOD OF
TIME.
1 0 (a) Write out the apparent cycle of action exactly as it is

given in Fundamentals of Thought.

(hi Wri te out the apparent cyc Ie of action in your own words
but with the same exact meaning as the book definition o

2. Differentiate apparency from actuality.

3. Give the three conditions of existence from Fundamentals
of Thought and a brief definition of each (in your own words).

4. Give in your own words the basic rule on the assumption of
valences from Fundamentals of Thought._

5. Define a problem (do not give examples).

6 0 Name the Eight Dynamics o

7 0 (a) Give a brief definition, for each, of Affinity, Reality,
and Communication.

8 0 Name the parts of man.

9. Give, in your own words, the goal of Scientology as de 
scribed in Fundamentals of Thought o

10. Name the five training drills in the Comm Course and state
the purpose of each. (contld. on p. 19)
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Scientology and Dianetic Books

For a full knowledge of the only purely American Psychology.

READ IN ORDER
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1. 00

2.85
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.35

2.75
1. 00

. 50
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1. 50
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Church of Scientology

Auto Decals
Tone plotting chart pads
Silver Cros ses

Booklets & Pamphlets
Scientology Info booklets . 10
Excerpts from Fundamen-

tals of Thought . 05
Church Brochure s (1, 2, 3, 4) . 05
Excerpt from Problems

of Work (Man Who
Succeeds) .05

Related Fields
Sex in the Basic Perso-

nality
Brainwashing manual
St. John
Psychoanalysis (Freud)
The Great Religions

Men Live By

Scales & Charts
Church Creed (wall chart)$l. 00
Tone scale (black/white) 1.50
Tone scale (c olored) 1. 50
Chart of Attitudes • 50
Chart of Human Evaluation • 50
Rights of a Field Auditor 1. 00

2.50
2.50

2.75
2.95

2.50
1. 00

2.75
3.00

$ 1.00
2.00

Problems of Work
Evolution of a Science
Dianetics: Modern Sci.

of Mental Health 4. 00
Notes on Lectures of LRH 2.75
Science of Survival 7. 50
Advanced Procedures &

Axioms 2. 50
Dianetics 1955! 3.00
Scientology 8 -80 1. 00
Scientology 8-8008 3.50
History of Man 3. 00
Creation of Human Ability 5. 00
Fundamentals of Thought 1. 00
PAB Books 1 thru 7 (ea.) 1. 00
ACC Manual 1. 00
HCA Manual 10.00
Children

Child Dianetic s
Creative Learning

Self-Help
Handbook for Preclear s
Self Analysis

Business
How to Live Though an

Executive
Group Auditing

Group Auditor's Hand 
book # 1

Group Auditor's Hand
book #2

Co-Auditing
Co-Auditor's Manual

World Problems
All A bout Radiation
A tomic Survival Manual

A bout Scientology
Scientology: Its Contri

bution to Knowledge
Summary of Scientology

Order from
Distribution Center, Inc.

Box 242
Silver Spring, Marvland



II. Write, briefly, your reality of the uses of what you learn
ed in the Comm Course.

12 0 Explain how control of others is possible by the use of
communication alone o

13. Gi've your own definition of confronting 0

14. Describe a comm bridge and its parts, and outline its use.

15 0 Is it necessary to find the reality level of the person to
whom you wish to communicate?

16. Name the TRs used in the Upper Indoc Cour se o

17. State the purpose of each TR in the Upper Indoc Cour see

18. Give your own definition and reality of an intention.

19. Give a brief description of the uses of the skills gained
in Upper Indoc {your own ideas)o

20. (a) Is non-ve.rbal communication possible?

(b) Give a brief explanation of your answer to part (a)
of this que stion.

In the event of national disaster our ac~dress will be:

Box 57
Brooke, Virginia
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FORM IV'

FOR STUDENT TO FILL OUT

My plans for Scientology and the futur e:

Comment s on Cour se (HAS VAL g --):
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HUBBARD GUIDANCE CENTER
wagers any old-time Dianeticist reasonable
transportation, room rent and fees, that we
can get you to a real clear in from one to
five weeks.

BE CLEAR

INTENSIVES

ONE WEEK

STAY CLEAR-
• THREE WEEK

• GROUP WEEKEND

FOR INFORMATION, WRITE:
The Registrar
1812 19th Street, N. W.
Washington 9, D. Co

In event of national disaster our addres s will be:
Box 57, Brooke, Virginia
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